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About This Game

Extended soundtrack available

CO-OP and single player arcade game. Colorful musical experience designed for both casual and hardcore players.
Simple rules and increasing speed makes it an ideal choice if you are looking for a game to occupy your friends, guests

or yourself for a while. Each 100 points pumps up the music and gameplay speed.

There is also built-in support for color-blind players, gamepads and ... karaoke.
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Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Pentium 4

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space
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It's a game about a tiny eternal being rescuing planets by matching colored blocks. The way it deals with the blocks on a circular
plane is pretty creative, actually, and I can see myself having a lot of fun with this.. YAWN!! What a boring game, its an even
more boring version of tetris. I think the other review is from the guy who created it because its all wrong! I did not like this
game at all, I've since deleted it.. Wonderful soundtrack. I just love singing with the Karaoke in the beginning. The game itself is
truly amazing and quite easy to understand. I figured out how to play in the first 5 minutes. It's easy at first but it gets harder
later in-game. There are different modes to help you out if you don't like one. If you don't like a mode, try the next!

Did I mention there's an epic soundtrack?. Combination of tetris meets match 3. Great for a casual 15 minute coffee break. The
music and lo-fi graphics are pleasant and accelerate as the game progresses.. I love this game! Hoping for more levels and
music.... Super cute game, great sound, creative game play, highly recommended!. Pretty awesome simple little arcade game,
loads quick and has a great soundtrack so is a great thing to play when waiting or bored.
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Cube and Star: An Arbitrary Love and Luxuria Supurbia had a baby.. A wonderful game, with amazing music, addicting
gameplay, and a simple childlike charm to it, I love this game. It's like a mix between Tetris and bejewled.. This game has all the
things it shouldn't have:

\u2022 A lot of exploding and flying stuff.

\u2022 A lot of things happening without clear reason (I feel like sometimes blocks are disappearing, and maybe appearing on
their own)

\u2022 Toys - what is this even for?

\u2022 Twitter support

\u2022 Lifes

While lacking things the game like this should have:

\u2022 Online scoreboard

\u2022 Decent help

\u2022 Clear rules

\u2022 A tutorial?

Basically its dr. mario with so much twists and effects that it's no longer easy to pick-up.. Fun puzzle game!
At first, the blocks go down in a very chill way, but the speed of the blocks will be in time higher, which makes the game
harder. There is a way to make the blocks go slower, but this is not endless, which makes that at least I had to play on a really
hard mode sometime, not being able to slow down the blocks for some time. After some time, it was possible again. :)

I really do like the concept of the game. :)

Also, who would give a game such name? Very funny. :P

If you have a Mac, like me, I recommend playing it on Windows. I didn't get my achievements while playing on Mac, I thought I
read something about this that this is normal, not getting achievements on the Mac. So if you do like achievements, I
recommend playing on Windows. Then you get the ones you deserve (AFTER you achieve them again)! :D

I recommend this puzzle game!. QbQbQb feels like one of those different puzzle games that tries something new.. In this case,
players must clear blocks either by stacking three on top of one another, matching three that are next to each other, or even
matching two that are across from each other. The twist (literally) is that the blocks fall onto a circular playing field and you
have to direct them by spinning the planet. It's a very fun action puzzler and an addicting one too.. The music is also catchy and
gets better depending on how good you're playing, which I love.. :) ..Only complaint is that there's no vs CPU option but it
doesn't bother me that much..
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